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ACCESS
By Patricia Cox

The Master Budget Project:
Analysis Phase
If you had a chance to look over the

2. Easy to use

in Access that may involve queries,

Excel-based Master Budget articles and

3. Easy to change or adapt as the

forms, and macros. There are also what I

previous Access columns to prepare for
our project, you may have had the

situation or need changes
4. Accurate

feeling—where do I start? Welcome to
my world! At first it may seem a little

be addressed by creating text boxes on
forms to input the values. Queries and

We’ll use the bike example from the

reports can be used to complete calcula-

overwhelming, but it’s helpful to think

Excel articles but create our data struc-

tions and present professional-looking

about it in terms of iterations of a design

ture so that any products could be used.

pro forma financial statements.

project. We’ll complete our analysis and

As I systematically worked my way

design before we start working in Access

through the six parts of the Excel series, I

on reports will need to be printed and

in order to limit the number of things we

actually went through them three times.

potentially exported to another system

have to revise after learning something

The first time was to see what was there

to load the budget. Loading a budget to

new. So we’ll complete the work in the

and try to take it in; the second time, I

another system can be accomplished in

following phases: Analysis, Design, Devel-

started making some general observa-

a variety of ways. You can export a file

opment, Testing, and Implementation.

tions; and the third time, I started sorting

to Excel or some other common format,

my observations into how they relate to

or you can use ODBC connections (with

Access.

update privileges) to the other data

Use of Access as a Tool
One question to consider is: What is the

In the first Master Budget article

I’m going to assume that budget data

source and update queries. The second

place of Access as a tool in your work-

(February 2010), a data input spread-

method requires a lot more care

place? It’s likely not your primary soft-

sheet is created. Within the spreadsheet,

because you are updating live data in

ware for accounting data. Consider how

various areas are set up for specific data,

another system. We’ll get into that in

what we do in Access can use data from

such as sales projections, collections,

more detail as we start building the

your existing systems and/or export data

products and materials, manufacturing,

system.

to those systems.

cash flow, etc. These give us insights into

When going through the articles,

the tables we would like to create. Once

I’m looking for inputs, outputs, and

assumption—Access doesn’t replace

we have the tables, we’ll consider the

processes. Anything that looks like data

existing systems but supports them. With

relationships.

input helps determine what tables are

I’m going to make the following

that in mind, I suggest the following
objectives for the system:
1. No duplicate data stored
54

would call “what if” variables. These can
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There are also a number of places in

needed, for example, the Direct Materi-

the series where calculations are includ-

al Information found on the Data Input

ed. This gives us insights into processes

Sheet of the Excel Master Budget (see

Figure 1. Data Inputs

Figure 1). Any outputs, such as the

make the products.

month we’ll take this initial analysis and

Beginning Balance Sheet, will influence

◆ A way to incorporate the labor,

begin to break it down into the specific

reports. And anything that looks like it

overhead, and S&A data and

items and the detail behind them. We’ll

calculations.

start with tables and create a basic

transforms data, such as the Sales
Information Formulas, is a possible

◆ A way to incorporate inventory.

design for each table that includes fields,

process.

◆ Numerous queries to manipulate

data types, and relationships. Then we’ll

In my first round of analysis, it looks
to me like we’ll need:
◆ A table for values for the accounts
that make up the assets, liabilities,
and owner’s equity items. Maybe a
transaction table for debit/credit
entries could be created. Initially we
could load beginning balances into
it, but adjustments could be made
or update queries could be used to

data into information.
◆ Several reports to professionally

data. We could call it Accounts.
about the bicycles.
◆ A table for Materials to store the
data about the materials needed to

piece of data we want on our output is

present information in financial

either stored in the tables or can be

statements.

calculated. SF

◆ A main menu form to help organize
the system.
◆ Several data input forms to input
data to the tables.
◆ A report menu form to organize
reports.

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and
Access to management accounting
students and other college majors
and has consulted with local area
businesses to create database
reporting systems since 1998. She is

set the balances from the input
◆ A table for Products to store data

review them to make sure that every

Once you’ve completed an initial

also a member of IMA’s Greater

analysis like this, it’s a good idea to step

Milwaukee Chapter. To send Patricia

back and see if any big things were

a question to address in the Access

missed. Please feel free to e-mail me if

column, e-mail her at

you think something is missing. Next

kathrynmann@tds.net.
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